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Preface

The Problem: Lack of Capacity, Interoperability, and Functionality

National assessments of public safety communications (PSC) that were made in the 1990s found that the nation’s public safety agencies faced several important problems in their use of radio communications:

- **First**, the radio frequencies allocated for Public Safety use have become highly congested in many, especially urban, areas.

- **Second**, the ability of officials from different Public Safety agencies to communicate with each other is limited. Interoperability is hampered by the use of multiple frequency bands, incompatible radio equipment, and a lack of standardization in repeater spacing and transmission formats.

- **Finally**, Public Safety agencies have not been able to implement advanced features to aid in their mission. A wide variety of technologies—both existing and under development—hold substantial promise to reduce danger to Public Safety personnel and to achieve greater efficiencies in the performance of their duties. Broadband data systems, for example, offer greater access to databases and information that can save lives and contribute to keeping criminals “off the street.” Video systems promise better surveillance capabilities, increased use of robotics in toxic and hazardous environments, and better monitoring and tracking of both personnel and equipment.

The national assessments of PSC have had significant impact on legislation, regulation, and funding.

Since these assessments, significant reallocations of spectrum for PSC have been made through regulation. Also, through “refarming” (revising spectrum channel plans to implement narrower channels) and the standardization of trunking technologies, the efficiency of spectrum use by PSC is being addressed. Standards for PSC equipment have been written that improve the interoperability of radio systems from different vendors, and the need for interoperability in all its aspects is being dealt with systematically. Increased funding has enabled the upgrading of many local and regional PSC systems.

In this report, the potential use of new wireless technologies “to implement advanced features to aid in their mission” is reviewed in the light of national efforts to define user requirements for next-generation PSC systems.

User-Defined Requirements for Next-Generation Systems

The SAFECOM Statement of Requirements (SoR), released in April 2004, envisions PSC operations as taking place in a networking environment that is capable of operating as a “system of systems” in order to satisfy the requirements of public safety agencies for communication...
systems that provide increased functionality and efficiency, in addition to built-in interoperability. That is, wireless devices, local networks, regional networks, and wider area networks are envisioned as being able to “work together to pass information back and forth seamlessly.” The SoR lists the following system elements:

- **PSC devices (PSCDs), which are handheld or wearable radios.**
- **Personal Area Networks (PANs), which permit wireless data sharing among PSCDs and sensors attached to an individual first responder, including data on the location, environment, and physical condition of that individual.**
- **Jurisdictional Area Networks (JANs), which are the permanent network infrastructure in particular cities or areas that are dedicated to PSC, capable of connecting to larger area networks.**
- **PSC user groups, which are sets of devices and/or personnel that are recognized by the system as authorized (either permanently or temporarily) to share communication and information, and that access portions of the existing network infrastructure as necessary, or forming an ad hoc network among themselves in the absence of an infrastructure.**
- **Incident Area Networks (IANs), which are temporary network infrastructures brought to the scene of an incident or otherwise configured for an incident.**
- **Extended Area Network (EAN), which consists of regional, state, and national network resources, particularly those dedicated to public safety communications.**

The SoR is concerned not only with interoperability, but also with enhanced functionality and performance of PSC systems, described qualitatively in terms of several representative usage scenarios. Later versions of the SoR will translate the functional requirements into quantitative requirements.

### Enabling Wireless Technologies

In this report, we describe the current and emerging wireless communication technologies that are likely to provide the functionality and performance that are needed for user-defined PSC applications and scenarios. The components of the “system of systems” that are considered in this report, and the wireless technologies that are likely to implement them, are the following:

- **PANs**: Bluetooth and other wireless PAN technologies.
- **JANs**: IEEE 802.16e mobile broadband wireless networking and mesh networking technologies.
- **IANs**: IEEE 802.11 wireless local area networks and wireless ad hoc networking technologies.

The descriptions of these technologies are tutorial and are intended for people at all levels of the effort to improve PSC. In an appendix to this report, background details are provided for selected aspects of the technologies.

---
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1. Introduction

In this introductory section, we briefly consider what is involved in achieving interoperability in public safety communications (PSC), including the role of technology, and as background we summarize ongoing PSC standardization programs.

1.1 Interoperability Continuum for Public Safety Communications

It is well known that interoperability among different local public safety organizations, such as fire departments, depends a great deal on the willingness of the participants to work together—as much as, if not more than, how their radios work together. However, it is not always appreciated that interoperability has to take place at many different levels in order to be effective.

1.1.1 Elements of Interoperability

The SAFECOM program of the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) has developed the concept of an “interoperability continuum” to “help the public safety community and local, tribal, state, and federal policy makers address critical elements for success as they plan and implement interoperability solutions” [1]. As illustrated by the graphic in Figure 1.1.1, these elements include governance, standard operating procedures (SOPs), technology, training and exercises, and usage of interoperable communications.

For example, in the element of governance, the minimal level of interoperability occurs when individual agencies work independently, while the optimal level occurs when individual agencies participate in regional and statewide interoperability committees.

1.1.2 The Role of Technology in Achieving Interoperability

While technology is only one element of interoperability, it is very important. As Figure 1.1.1 suggests, a minimal type of interoperability between local agencies can be achieved by having them “swap” each other’s radios, in effect creating an overlap in their PSC implementations. A more sophisticated solution is to provide gateway equipment that will allow messages to be patched from one radio system to another. Better interoperability is of course achieved if the local agencies shared spectrum channels (simplifying the requirements for patching) and the best solution is for no patching to be required at because the agencies use compatible equipment—either from the same vendor or based on a common standard.

In what follows, as background we describe ongoing interoperability standardization efforts.

1.2 Ongoing Interoperability Standards Efforts

Ongoing PSC radio interoperability standards efforts are taking place under the Project 25 (P25) program and, internationally, under Project MESA. Much has been accomplished, but much remains to be done.
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Figure 1.1.1 Interoperability Continuum (from [1]).
1.2.1 Project 25

Representatives from the Association of Public Safety Communications Officials International (APCO), the National Association of State Telecommunications Directors (NASTD), selected Federal agencies, and the National Communications System (NCS) established Project 25 (P25), a steering committee for selecting voluntary common system standards for digital public safety radio communications. The Telecommunications Industry Association (TIA) committee, TR-8, facilitates such work through its role as the ANSI-accredited Standards Development Organization (SDO), and has developed in TR-8 the 102-series of technical documents. [2]

Phase I P25-compliant radios can communicate in analog mode with legacy radios, and in either digital or analog mode with other P25 radios, as illustrated in Figure 1.2.1. The P25 suite of standards involves digital Land Mobile Radio (LMR) services for local, state and national (federal) public safety organizations and agencies.

The scope of the Project 25 effort is indicated by the documents grouping envisioned in Figure 1.2.2. An overall standards document, TSB102 (denoted Interim Standard (IS) 102 in the figure), provides definitions and a systematic structure for the collection of standards. Standards titled TSB102A__ deal with protocols to support various services, such as control and encryption. Standards titled TSB 102B__ deal with radio and networking system interface issues, including the specification of radio waveforms, data formats, and a common vocoder operation. Standards titled TSB 102C__ deal with equipment issues, such as test and measurement.

P25 Phase II implementations will involve time and frequency modulation schemes (e.g., TDMA and FDMA), with the goal of improved spectrum utilization. Significant attention is also paid to interoperability with legacy equipment, interfacing between repeaters and other subsystems, roaming capacity and spectral efficiency/channel reuse. In addition, Phase II work involves console interfacing between repeaters and other subsystems, and man-machine interfaces for console operators that would facilitate centralized training, equipment transitions and personnel movement.

![Figure 1.2.1 Interoperability of Project 25 radios (from [3]).](image-url)
1.2.2 Project MESA

P25 Phase III planning activities are addressing the operation and functionality of a new aeronautical and terrestrial wireless digital wideband/broadband public safety radio standard that could be used to transmit and receive voice, video and high-speed data in a ubiquitous, wide-area, multiple-agency network. The European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) and TIA agreed to collaborate on next-generation mobile broadband specifications for public safety users. The initial partnership agreement was ratified by TIA and ETSI in 2000 and in 2001 it was Project: Project MESA (Mobility for Emergency and Safety Applications). Other regional standards groups (e.g., Asia and Canada) and international organizations (e.g., UN/NATO) are also becoming engaged in Project MESA activities.

Project MESA exists to facilitate dependable, advanced, efficient, effective and interoperable equipment, specifications and applications that are involved with public safety-oriented broadband communication needs. Additionally, MESA will attempt to harmonize existing specifications and scenarios as part of its mandate. The end result will be a suite of standards and specifications harmonized for broadband terrestrial mobility operations, including connectivity to broadband satellite communications services, driven by common scenarios and spectrum allocations. Benefits to the Public Safety community and to the citizens they serve, will be realized in two distinct but highly related areas [5]:

- System end-users:
  - In-building, portable voice and data coverage.
  - Real-time support for wireless portable computer applications.
  - Rapid messaging, including email, free-form text, and file transfers.
  - Constantly updated personnel and equipment location data.
  - Aerial video for major events, or disaster response coordination.
  - Transmission and reception of high-resolution digital images.
  - Satellite connectivity of disaster “hot-spots.”
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• Real-time incident video and Internet protocol (IP) voice communications overlay.
• Full robotics remote control, including audio/video monitoring and transmission.
• Remote sensing and aeronautical connectivity (Air-Ground-Air).
• Economies of scale for Public Safety equipment acquisition; also allowing for increased Public Safety Department access to technology and information.

• System owner/operators:
  • Local, national, regional and international interoperability.
  • Frequency neutral technology.
  • Accommodation of multiple agency networks.
  • Network authentication and encryption.
  • Competition in system life cycle procurement.

1.3 The SAFECOM SoR

The SAFECOM document, “Statement of Requirements for Public Safety Wireless Communications and Interoperability” [6], is dated 10 March 2004 and was made available publicly from the SAFECOM website in April 2004. The document has the following major sections:

• Section 1, “Public Safety Requirements and Roles,” defines public safety communication needs and public safety roles and functions.
• Section 2, “Communications Services Definition,” defines communications services—interactive and non-interactive voice communications, and interactive and non-interactive data communications.
• Section 3, “Public Safety Wireless Communications Scenarios,” outlines several public safety scenarios based on typical operations to provide a view of desired future public safety communications capabilities and modes of operation.
• Section 4, “Operational Requirements of Public Safety for Wireless Communications and Information,” identifies the wireless communications operational needs of public safety.
• Section 5, “Wireless Communications Functional Requirements,” defines the wireless communications functional requirements corresponding the scenarios and operational requirements.
• A complete glossary of the terminology and acronyms used in the document.
• An appendix containing a list of desired system capabilities that was developed at the SAFECOM-AGILE-NIST Summit on Interoperable Communications for Public Safety [7].
• An appendix containing a number of additional operational scenarios.
1.3.1 Network Architecture

The SAFECOM Statement of Requirements (SoR), released in April 2004, envisions PSC operations as taking place in a networking environment that is capable of operating as a “system of systems” in order to satisfy the requirements of public safety agencies for communication systems that provide increased functionality and efficiency, in addition to built-in interoperability. That is, wireless devices, local networks, regional networks, and wider area networks\(^3\) are envisioned as being able to “work together to pass information back and forth seamlessly” [6]. The SoR lists the following system elements:

- PSC devices (PSCDs), which are handheld or wearable radios.
- Personal Area Networks (PANs), which permit wireless data sharing among PSCDs and sensors attached to an individual first responder, including data on the location, environment, and physical condition of that individual.\(^4\)
- Jurisdictional Area Networks (JANs), which are the permanent network infrastructure in particular cities or areas that are dedicated to PSC, capable of connecting to larger area networks.
- PSC user groups, which are sets of devices and/or personnel that are recognized by the system as authorized (either permanently or temporarily) to share communication and information, and that access portions of the existing network infrastructure as necessary, or forming an ad hoc network among themselves in the absence of an infrastructure.
- Incident Area Networks (IANs), which are temporary network infrastructures brought to the scene of an incident or otherwise configured for an incident.
- Extended Area Network (EAN), which consists of regional, state, and national network resources, particularly those dedicated to public safety communications.

The relationship among these network concepts is illustrated by the diagram in Figure 1.3.1. The diagram is intended to highlight the fact that JANs are subsets of EANs, both in terms of facilities and in terms of network access/connectivity. Since an IAN is defined as a temporary network infrastructure, its facilities are presumably not part of its corresponding JAN or of the EAN; the diagram in Figure 1.3.1 therefore represents the connectivity—generally cross-jurisdictional, requiring interoperability—that an IAN would be set up to use. The figure implies that a PAN is a subset of an IAN, which is true when there is an incident and the data from a PAN is accessible to the IAN and vice versa. A clearer sense of the SoR’s meaning regarding these concepts is gained from seeing the hypothetical interactions between the different networks that are described in the example scenarios included in the SoR.

\(^3\) The accepted terminology in referring to the scope of particular networks and technologies includes the terms local area network (LAN), metropolitan area network (MAN), and wide area network (WAN). The SoR avoids identifying the elements of its PSC system architecture closely with any of these networks by using new terminology that is specifically oriented to public safety users.

\(^4\) The term PAN is generic, while “wireless PAN” (WPAN) is a trademark of the IEEE 802.15 working group.
1.3.2 Scenarios

The SAFECOM SoR describes a vision for desired advancements in public safety wireless communications capabilities by means of illustrative, hypothetical scenarios involving emergency medical services, fire and rescue services, law enforcement, and combinations of these public safety services. The level of detail in the scenarios varies, and is intended to highlight particular desired aspects of future public safety communications in the 2004-2019 timeframe.

The scenarios provide descriptions of the voice and data communications used under various circumstances, and are summarized in the SoR as follows:

- Routine, day-to-day operations\(^5\)
  - EMS: heart attack. Throughout the scenario, the ambulance, the paramedic team, and the patient are tracked by the network providing geolocation information in real time. All patient information and vitals are recorded through wireless monitors and voice recognition systems with no reliance on paper reports and notes. All EMS hospital staff orders as well as paramedic treatments are recorded by the hospital and ambulance databases. All monitors and devices used with the patient are wireless to allow easy patient transport and mobility. All conversations between dispatcher and paramedics and between paramedics and hospital staff are conference call, simultaneous (multiuser full duplex) discussions.

  - Fire: residential fire. Throughout the scenario, the fire personnel and equipment, EMS support personnel, and the fire victims are tracked by the network providing

\(^5\) An often-quoted principle of public safety communications technology is that equipment that is not used on a daily basis will not be relied upon in an emergency.
geolocation information in real time, providing the Incident Commander (IC) with current accountability of public safety personnel and of the fire’s victims. All victim information and vitals are recorded through wireless monitors and voice recognition systems with no reliance on paper reports and notes. All fire personnel and equipment have monitors to measure vital conditions and status that are reported by the wireless PAN and IAN systems to the IC’s GIS. The GIS also has access to city building department databases, which are searched and queried for building information and plans, fire hydrant locations, etc.

- Law Enforcement: traffic stop. Throughout the scenario, the law enforcement personnel and equipment as well as the arrested suspect are tracked by the network providing geolocation information in real time to provide the field supervisor as well as dispatch with current accountability of all personnel. All suspect information and evidence are recorded through wireless monitors and voice recognition systems with no reliance on paper reports and notes. All information is tagged with the original officer’s identity code. All evidence is tracked with RFID tags to provide an audit trail. All law enforcement personnel and equipment have monitors to measure vital conditions and status that are reported by the wireless PAN and IAN systems to the IC’s GIS. National and state criminal-justice records and state civilian records are searched and queried for information relating to the traffic stop, etc.

- Multi-discipline, multi-jurisdiction
  - An explosion at a chemical plant. The abstracted view of Incident Command is very different than that of a first responder reacting to a situation in the field. As such, their communications needs and capabilities are tailored to meet those differences. While the communications and actions depicted in the scenario are oversimplified versions of what would actually have occurred in real life, what has been captured is the general nature of the communications, the command and control functionality, and examples of access to a wide variety of information on an on-demand basis. The command and control of Incident Command on-scene and the Emergency Manager provides for the safety and accountability of all the assets at the incident and provides information on additional resources that could be brought to the incident. The networks for communications and information exchange are created on an ad hoc and/or temporary basis at the scenes. They overlay on one another to provide interoperability and integrate with the larger jurisdiction area networks to form a system of systems for command and control.

These scenarios emphasize the many different kinds of wireless connections that are involved, as well as extensive use of GIS capabilities. In an appendix of the SoR, the following additional scenarios are presented, with an emphasis on the interoperation of the different entities’ networks:

- Multi-discipline, within a local area
  - A pre-planned event (college football game)
  - A terrorist car bomb
• Multi-discipline, large-scale regional events
  o A hurricane
  o An earthquake

Project MESA has generated a similar statement of requirements document [9] for a future public safety communications “system of systems” that contains operational requirements described using scenarios. There is a greater variety of scenarios in the MESA SoR, but the SAFECOM SoR scenarios are more advanced in terms of details.

1.3.3 Qualitative Description of Communication Requirements

The SAFECOM SoR is a statement of operational and functional requirements and does not quantify the technical requirements of communication technologies that are needed to produce a system of systems that operates as described in the SoR’s scenarios. However, the careful evaluation it contains of the needs of PSC practitioners is extremely valuable and is a necessary first step in the specification of next-generation PSC systems. For example, for each discipline (fire, police, emergency services), the SoR contains the information on operational and functional requirements that are shown in Figure 1.3.2.

To develop technical requirements for PSC system, the process will be to carefully analyze each scenario and to develop detailed estimates of communication system parameters such as required throughput, capacity, etc. that will specify the equipment and facilities that the system must possess. An effort to follow up the SoR with such specifications is being made in parallel with a similar effort under Project MESA [10].

It has been noted [8] that the realization of highly interoperable public safety communication systems faces several challenges, including the facts that

![Figure 1.3.2 Format for information in the SoR (from [11]).](image-url)
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- Public safety communications infrastructure and equipment is often in use well past its useful life:
  - Outdated analog infrastructure exists in many jurisdictions
  - Many communications systems are up to 30 years old, rendering interoperability difficult
- Outdated equipment is unable to accommodate advanced features needed to support operations
- Agencies using equipment operating in disparate frequency bands cannot communicate with one another
- The use of proprietary technologies hinders the ability to interoperate with other agencies.

The development of more effective and interoperable public safety communication systems nationwide therefore involves multiple aspects of technology evolution and migration, as suggested in Figure 1.3.3 [8]:

- **Radio technology** continuing to migrate from conventional analog systems to conventional/analog trunked systems and in the future, to conventional/trunked digital systems.
- **Communication content** continuing to migrate from voice only to both voice and data and in the future, combined voice, data, images, and video.
- **System architecture** continuing to migrate from propriety architectures to open standards.
- **Interoperation** continuing to migrate from isolated communities to shared systems and, in the future, fully interoperable systems.

![Technology Migration – Past to Future](image)

Figure 1.3.3 View of PS technology migration (from [8]).
1.4 Wireless Technologies Covered in This Report

There are of course many wireless technologies competing in today’s marketplace for consumer, telecommunications, and other non-PSC applications. The application of any of them directly to the implementation of elements of the SAFECOM SoR’s “system of systems” is not a certainty, even though it is very desirable to use commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) technologies to reduce costs. However, in a general way we can we speak of wireless technologies that are “relevant” to the different system elements, in that they are potentially applicable to PANs, IANs, and JANs. We do not consider EANs because for the foreseeable future this role is played by either the Internet or by a public safety version of the Internet, with “edge” or access by various gateway techniques.

In this sense, we can tentatively identify the following current wireless technologies with the system elements in the SAFECOM SoR [11]:

- **Personal Area Network**: One or more IEEE 802.15 wireless PAN protocols. These are discussed in Section 2.
- **Incident Area Network**: One or more IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN protocols. These are discussed in Section 3.
- **Jurisdiction Area Network**: In place of, or in conjunction with, current land mobile radio (LMR) systems, a mobile wireless broadband protocol such as IEEE 802.16e. These are discussed in Section 4.
2. Personal Area Network Technologies

In this section, we describe the several wireless personal area network (WPAN) technologies that exist today or are in the planning stage in the IEEE 802.15 Working Group. The potential application of each type of WPAN for public safety communications (PSC) depends on the capabilities of the particular WPAN technology, primarily in terms of data rates.

2.1 What Is a Wireless PAN?

The fastest growing wireless communication technology today is the wireless local area network (WLAN) technology based on the IEEE 802.11 series of standards. Because most people are familiar with how WLAN devices are used to provide network services to laptops and other non-fixed users, it is convenient to describe WPANs in terms of their differences with WLANs. Following that description,

2.1.1 WPAN as Distinguished From WLAN

The majority of WLAN applications (at least initially) involved providing users wireless access to fixed networks for email, Internet access, and other network services, for distances of tens of meters. On the other hand, WPAN applications were originally conceived as low power, short-range (under 10 meters) wireless communications among ad hoc groups of devices to eliminate cables. The concept of a “personal area network” is articulated as follows in the IEEE 802.15.1 (Bluetooth) WPAN standard [12]:

Interconnecting personal devices is different from connecting computing devices. Typical connectivity solutions for computing devices (e.g., a WLAN connectivity solution for a notebook computer) associate the user of the device with data services available on, for instance, a corporate Ethernet-based intranet. This situation contrasts with the intimate, personal nature of a wireless connectivity solution for the personal devices associated with a particular user. The user is concerned with electronic devices in his or her possession, or in his or her vicinity, rather than to any particular geographic or network location. The term personal area network (PAN) was coined to describe this different kind of network connection. The untethered version of this concept is a WPAN. A WPAN can be viewed as a personal communications bubble around a person. Within this bubble, which moves as a person moves around, personal devices can connect with one another. These devices may be under the control of a single individual or several people’s devices may interact with each other.

WPANs are further distinguished from WLANs in terms of operations [12]:

- WPANs are engineered to save power in order to guarantee device mobility, thereby involving shorter radio ranges compared to WLANs, which are generally engineered for coverage in order to guarantee access to a fixed network.
- In IEEE 802.15.1 WPANs, contention-free access\(^6\) is maintained at all times by imposing master-slave relationships between the devices and operating on a single, time multi-

\(^6\) In each type of wireless networking system, “medium access” (use of the frequency channel) is controlled in a particular way. If everyone’s transmissions are timed so that no two devices transmit at the same time, the access method is described as “contention-free.” Otherwise, the system uses “contention access” and is designed to handle occasional “collisions” that happen when two or more devices transmit at the same time.
plexed, slotted system with minimal interference from adjacent WPAN networks, unlike WLANs, which even in a contention-free period are subject to interference from adjacent access points.

- The IEEE 802.15.1 WPAN “master” device polls its collection of “slaves” (i.e., they transmit when told to do so by the master). In this manner, the master regulates the bandwidth assigned to the different slave devices based on quality-of-service requirements that it enforces. WLANs typically are meant to give equal access to all users.

- WLANs do not have an inherent or implied lifespan; they exist independent of their constituent devices. However, in a WPAN, if the master does not participate, the network no longer exists; in a WPAN, a device creates a connection that lasts only for as long as needed and has a finite lifespan.

### 2.1.2 IEEE 802.15 Series of WPAN Standards

The technical activities of the IEEE 802.15 WPAN Working Group (WG) are conducted by Task Groups (TGs) or Study Groups, which remain active while a new standard is being developed by them. To date the 802.15 WG has had eleven TGs:

- 802.15.1 (inactive) Formalized the commercial Bluetooth WPAN specification as an IEEE standard.
- 802.15.1a (inactive) Updated the 802.15.1 standard.
- 802.15.2 (inactive) Generated policies for improving the coexistence of 802.15.1 devices and WLAN devices.
- 802.15.3 (inactive) Generated a standard for high-speed WPANs (known commercially as Wi-Media).
- 802.15.3a In the process of choosing an alternative high-speed WPAN signaling method.
- 802.15.3b In the process of improving the 802.15.3 standard.
- 802.15.3c In the process of choosing a high-speed WPAN implementation at millimeter wave frequencies.
- 802.15.4 (inactive) Generated a standard for low-speed WPANs (known commercially as Zigbee).
- 802.15.4a In the process of choosing an alternative low-speed WPAN signaling method that will enable geolocation.
- 802.15.4b In the process of improving the 802.15.4 standard.
- 802.15.5 In the process of developing mesh networking protocols for WPANs.

Of these WPAN standards, in what follows we describe in some detail the operations of 802.15.1 (Bluetooth), 802.15.3 (Wi-Media), and 802.15.4 (Zigbee).
2.2 802.15.1 (Bluetooth) Description

The original WPAN system is Bluetooth\textsuperscript{7}, which is specified by IEEE standard 802.15.1. The standard was developed primarily for commercial products featuring data and voice transfer between communication and/or computing devices utilizing frequency-hopping radio transmissions in the unlicensed 2.4 GHz band, and supporting wireless device connections up to 10m (up to 100m if the transmitter’s power is increased). For data traffic, a unidirectional (i.e., asymmetric) maximum of 723.2 kb/s is possible between two devices. A bidirectional 64 kb/s channel supports voice traffic between two devices. This capability combined with ad hoc device connection and automatic service discovery make it an attractive solution for mobile devices such as a hands-free headsets in addition to cable replacement applications.

2.2.1 Bluetooth Network Topology

Bluetooth devices are generally organized into “piconets,” each of which consists of a single “master” device and up to eight active “slave” devices. A device may belong to more than one piconet, either as a slave in both or as a master of one piconet and a slave in another. Interconnected piconets are known as “scatternets.” Figure 2.2.1 illustrates the concepts of piconet and scatternet. Piconets may be static or may be formed dynamically as devices move in and out of range of each other. A device leaves standby (the low power, default state) by initiating or receiving an inquiry or a paging command. An inquiry may be used if the address of a targeted device is unknown; it must be followed by a page command. A page command containing a specific Device Access Code is used to connect to a remote device. Once the remote device responds, both devices enter the connected state, with the initiating device becoming the master and the responding device acting as a slave. Once in the connected state,

\[\text{Figure 2.2.1 Bluetooth basic network topology (based on [13]).}\]

\textsuperscript{7} The name “Bluetooth” was inspired by the Danish King Harald Bluetooth, known for unifying Denmark and Norway in the 10th century [14].
the slave device will synchronize to the master’s clock and to the correct frequency-hopping pattern. The master makes regular transmissions in order to keep the piconet synchronized. Slaves listen on every master-transmit time slot in order to maintain synchronization with the master and to receive data addressed to them.

Each piconet is distinguished by its being synchronized to a specific frequency-hopping pattern at a hop rate of 1,600 hops per second using the 79 frequencies spaced 1 MHz apart from 2.402 GHz to 2.480 GHz; the modulation on each hop is Gaussian (shaped) minimum frequency-shift keying (GMSK) at the pulse rate of 1 MHz. Each hop is a time slot during which data packets are transferred, alternately the master and the slave, as illustrated in Figure 2.2.2.

### 2.2.2 Service Discovery Protocol and Profiles

According to [15], the Bluetooth service discovery protocol (SDP) determines what services are available on a particular device. A Bluetooth device may act as an SDP client that submits queries for services, an SDP server providing services, or both. SDP provides access only to information about services; utilization of those services must be provided via another Bluetooth or third-party protocol. In SDP, a service may provide information, perform an action, or control a resource. SDP servers maintain service records to catalog all available services provided by the device.

The purpose of SDP is to discover, not access, services. Two processes are supported: searching and browsing. Searching is useful if the client is looking for specific capabilities, but for a client to identify all services offered by a remote device, the SDP “browsing” mechanism must be used. Browsing is accomplished via the search capability by using a special service attribute supported by all service classes.

Profiles, defined by the Bluetooth Special Interest Group (SIG), are intended to ensure interoperability between Bluetooth applications and devices from different manufacturers. These profiles define the roles and capabilities for specific types of applications. Different profiles may encompass different layers and protocols and to different degrees. In addition to requirements for interoperability, protocols may define required services to other applications or to end users. All Bluetooth devices must support the Generic Access Profile at a minimum. This profile defines device discovery, connection procedures, and procedures for various security levels.

![Figure 2.2.2 Alternating master-slave packet transmissions (from [12]).](image)
Some Bluetooth-specific user interface requirements are described as well. Another universal profile, although not required, is the Service Discovery Access Profile, which defines how a service discovery application on a device determines the services on other remote devices as well as the protocols, and associated parameters required to access them.

2.3 802.15.3 Description

There is an increasing demand for transmission of video and other multimedia applications over WLANs and WPANs. In the IEEE 802.15 WG, this demand led to the development of a standard for high-speed WPANs. The original 802.15.3 WPAN, known commercially as Wi-Media, is just now emerging in the physical products. Alternative hi-speed WPAN standards are the goal of the 802.15.3a and 802.15.3c TGs.

2.3.1 Original IEEE 802.15.3 High-Rate WPAN (Wi-Media)

The original concept of Bluetooth, the first WPAN standard, involved cable replacement, and the Bluetooth standard provides for wireless connections at data rates up to 723 Kbps. So also does the IEEE 802.15.3 WPAN standard [16], which was designed to meet the demanding requirements of portable consumer imaging and multimedia cable replacement applications, some of which are suggested in Figure 2.3.1. In addition to higher data rates, the new WPAN protocols offer enhanced operations. Features of the 802.15.3 system include

- Data Rates: 11, 22, 33, 44, & 55 Mbps
- Quality of Service isochronous protocol
- Ad hoc peer-to-peer networking
- Security
- Low power consumption
- Low cost

A total of five channels in two sets are assigned for operation. The first set is the high-density mode, which allocates four channels, while the second is an 802.11b co-existence mode that allocates three channels.

The base transmission rate in symbols/sec (sps) is 11 Msps, making the transmission bandwidth about 11 MHz. The higher bit rates are obtained respectively by transmitting modulation symbols with 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 bits per symbol. The 802.11b coexistence mode consists of one or more of the following techniques [17]:

- Passive scanning: An 802.15.3 “device” (DEV) that is about to initiate the formation of a piconet scans the channels in the 2.4 GHz band and chooses the one that is least busy in terms of being used by other systems or piconets.

- Dynamic channel selection: The PNC periodically requests statistics from the DEVs in the piconet on the quality of communications at their locations; if necessary, the PNC can move the piconet’s operations to another channel that has better quality or to avoid interfering with another system, such as 802.11b.
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• Link quality and RSSI measurement: The 802.15.3 physical layer (PHY) reports values of the received signal strength indicator (RSSI) and, at the higher rates, link quality information (LQI) in terms of packet loss statistics; the RSSI measurement can be used for power control and the combination of RSSI and LQI can detect the presence of interference in the channel.

• Nonoverlapping channel plan: If the PNC detects the presence of an 802.11b system in its operational area, it can choose the “coexistence” channel allocation plan in order not to transmit on frequencies that would involve contributing interference to two 802.11b channels at the same time.

802.15.3 piconets are formed from two elements: a piconet coordinator (PNC) and one or more other “devices” (DEVs), as illustrated in Figure 2.3.2. The physical extent of the piconet is determined by the radio range of the PNC, which broadcasts a beacon packet periodically that contains timing and other information needed by DEVs to participate in the piconet. Not every manufactured DEV will be capable of being a PNC, for example a DEV intended to receive audio signals at a speaker, but the PNC can participate as a communicator in the piconet like another DEV. Besides supplying a time reference for the piconet, the PNC controls admission to the piconet and authenticates entrants if a security policy is in force. The PNC can also take into account DEVs that “sleep” for certain periods (to save power) by assigning channel time to them when they are scheduled to be “awake.”

The basic timing of a piconet is marked by superframes that have the structure represented in Figure 2.3.3. Following the beacon frame transmitted by the PNC, which contains timing information and network management parameters, there is a contention access period (CAP) in which DEVs can signal the PNC that they want to join the piconet, or in which short commands and messages can be sent without waiting for a scheduled transmission to be assigned by the PNC in one of the channel time allocations (CTAs) in a subsequent superframe. The protocol during the CAP is carrier-sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA),
similar to what is used in 802.11 in the ad hoc mode. The MCTA frames indicated in Figure 2.3.3 are management CTAs that are used when the PNC has data to send to the piconet.\footnote{An optional use for the MCTA is to schedule a time for contention access using the slotted ALOHA protocol, which is suitable for DEVs that cannot perform carrier sensing (see the packet switching tutorial in Appendix 5.1).}

Each DEV calculates the amount of channel time it needs for its application, and the PNC sorts out the different DEV requirements, usually scheduling periodic allocations of time to DEVs that, on average, provide them with the desired rates. The DEVs can adjust their modulation bit rates to match the rates needed by their applications and/or the channel conditions.

Using the superframe structure, it is possible to allocate channel time to a DEV that is acting as the PNC of a “dependent piconet,” as illustrated in Figure 2.3.4. When a dependent piconet is setup, the “dependent PNC” broadcasts its own beacon during the channel time allocated to it, at a different time than that the beacon of the PNC. In this way, the operation of the piconet can be enhanced in one of the following ways:
- Implementing a multi-hop ad hoc network, in effect extending the physical range of the network
- Setting up a subnetwork for security purposes
- Allowing two separate piconets to share the same frequency channel when resources are scarce
- Allowing the formation of a subnetwork that has its own special timing requirements, such as a set of speakers and an amplifier.

2.3.2 Alternate PHYs for 802.15.3

Although the maximum data rate for 802.15.3 of 55 Mbps is quite high for many applications, the desire for even higher rates has led to an effort to define an alternative physical layer (PHY) for the system, to be designated 802.15.3a. There has been much interest in the industry in this project because of the possibility of using so-called “ultrawideband” (UWB) transmissions for this purpose.

In 2001, the FCC issued an amendment to its rules for transmission by unlicensed RF devices to add a section regarding UWB transmissions. The emission restrictions established by these rules are primarily those recommended by National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) analyses for protection of GPS and other government systems operating in the 960–1610 MHz band. As shown in Figure 2.3.5, this band is basically excluded for UWB devices, while emissions in the allowable bands have the limit of –41.3 dBm/MHz, equivalent to that for non-UWB systems. The emissions mask also reflects the desire to protect various other

![Figure 2.3.4 Example of a dependent piconet.](image-url)
government systems in the 1610–3100 MHz band and satellite systems above 10600 MHz. Additional stipulations in this ruling include [19]

- Restriction of handheld (portable) UWB devices to the 3100–10600 MHz band, as determined by their 10-dB bandwidths.
- In addition to the limits on average power levels shown in Figure 2.3.5, there are limits on the peak levels of emissions above 1 GHz and on quasi-peak levels below 1GHz.

The availability of almost 7 GHz of unlicensed spectrum opens the possibility of extremely wide bandwidth systems, provided that they can qualify as UWB systems under FCC rules that are intended to protect the many pre-existing radio systems that are already using frequencies in that wide section of bandwidth.

One of the final two proposals for the alternate PHY featured binary and quaternary pulse modulations at very high rates and using spread-spectrum techniques to effect piconet separation by means of code-division multiple access (CDMA) [20]. This system was designed to achieve data rates up to 114 Mbps at 10 meters and up to 600 Mbps at 6 meters.

The other of the final two proposals featured orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) signaling over multiple bands to effect piconet separation by means of hopping patterns [21]. This system was designed to achieve data rates up to 480 Mbps.

To date, neither 802.15.3a proposal has been able to win the approval of 75% of the Working Group. Industrial associations have been formed to complete the specifications of the favored approaches and to market products based on them.

Meanwhile, TG 802.15.3c was established to explore the WPAN technologies that can be developed at millimeter wave frequencies (above 100 MHz). The work of this new TG is in its preliminary stage.
2.4 802.15.4 Description

At the same time that efforts were being made to increase the bandwidth available for transmission over WPANs, there was an interest in efficient short-range WPAN operations involving applications that do not involve significant mobility and do not require high data rates. These applications include wireless networks of sensors and other instrumentation devices, as illustrated conceptually in Figure 2.4.1. The new IEEE 802.15.4 standard is supported commercially under the trade name Zigbee.

2.4.1 IEEE 802.15.4 Applications

The “application space” for the IEEE 802.15.4/Zigbee system has been envisioned as including cable replacement and “last meter” connectivity and control networking for [22, 23]

- **Home automation and networking**: communication/control for consumer electronics, personal computer peripherals, interactive games, home security, lighting, appliances, and air conditioning.

- **Automotive sensing**: cable replacement for telematics applications, such as tire pressure monitoring.

- **Industrial networks**: wireless access for sensors to a wired industrial control network; wireless monitoring and control of industrial sensors and sensor networks.

- **Interactive toys**: cable replacement for peripherals, possible integration of games into personal computer instead of separate “box.”

![Diagram of objects networked using IEEE802.15.4](from [22]).
- **Remote metering**: wireless stick-on sensors for monitoring, remote diagnostics, and/or control; wireless access for low-power, inexpensive sensors to a wired network.\(^9\) The Zigbee approach is competing with other wireless technologies such as WLANs and RFID on the basis of the dedication of its design to low cost, flexible networking (reducing installation and maintenance costs), and adaptability to devices with varying capabilities. Types of traffic for which the system is well suited include periodic data at an application-defined rate (e.g. sensors), intermittent data at an application/external stimulus defined rate (e.g. light switch), and repetitive low-latency data requiring fixed allocation of time slots (e.g. mouse). To satisfy these different types of traffic, the access protocol accommodates two device classes:
  - Full function devices (FFDs) that can operate under any topology, act as network coordinators, and communicate with any other device.
  - Reduced function devices (RFDs) with very simple implementations that operate under a centralized (star) topology, cannot act as network coordinators, and can communicate only with a network coordinator.

### 2.4.2 IEEE 802.15.4 Technical Features

IEEE 802.15.4 device specifications include operation in one or more of the following frequency bands, as illustrated in Figure 2.4.2: 16 channels in the 2.4GHz ISM band, 10 channels in the 915MHz band, and one channel in the 868MHz band.

The physical layer for the 2.4 GHz band utilizes offset QPSK modulation with a chip rate of 2.0 Mcps\(^10\), transmitted using shaped symbols so that the signal occupies about 1 MHz. The spread-spectrum signaling scheme delivers a data rate of 250 kbps, to be divided among the network participants and the signaling overhead. A spread-spectrum gain of 32 (15 dB) or more can be realized with the appropriate receiver processing.

![Figure 2.4.2 Channels available to 802.15.4 low-rate WPAN (from [22]).](image)

---

\(^9\) In this application, a IEEE 802.15.4 system can function much like an RFID system for a limited number of objects.

\(^{10}\) A “chip” is the shortest pulse sent by the radio. Codes using groups of chips to form “symbols” are used to convey information (bits).
The physical layer for the 868 MHz and 915 MHz bands utilizes a binary modulation with a chip rate of 300 kcps or 600 kcps, respectively. The data rate achieved by the signaling scheme in the 868 MHz band is 20 kbps and that in the 915 MHz band is 40 kbps, to be divided among the network participants and the signaling overhead. A spread-spectrum gain of 15 (12 dB) or more can be realized with the appropriate receiver processing. As mentioned, these data rates are the “raw” data rates for transmission of all data. The available bandwidth is divided among the network participants by imposing the timeslot-frame structure illustrated in Figure 2.4.3, in which it is shown that the frame is defined by the rate at which the device acting as network coordinator sends beacons: every 15 ms or some power of two (up to 14) times 15 ms, so a frame can last from 15 ms to 246 sec. Variable portions of the frame (determined by the coordinator) are reserved for a beacon extension period to convey overhead or control messages, a contention access period for intermittent data or network entry attempts, and one or more guaranteed timeslots (GTSs) in the case that the frame lasts 15 ms. The GTSs permit assignment of regular burst transmissions of data by designated terminals at an average bit rate that is some fraction of the maximum bit rate.

The frame structure of Figure 2.4.3 suggests a star network topology in which a central node (the coordinator) communicates with, or controls the communications of, other nodes within its range. However, similar to the IEEE 802.15.3 WPAN multihop operational capability described in Section 2.3.1, the specification for IEEE 802.15.4 devices provides for setting up both star and peer-to-peer (“mesh”) network topologies, as illustrated in Figure 2.4.4. The methods to form multihop cluster network topologies are not specified in IEEE 802.15.4, but the standard has been designed to allow for them.

![Figure 2.4.3 Optional IEEE 802.15.4 frame structure (from [22]).](image-url)
Figure 2.4.4 Types of Zigbee links based on nodes with different capabilities (from [24]).
3. Incident Area Network Technologies

Incident area networks (IANs) by definition must be capable of adapting to the physical circumstances of the incident. Connectivity must be provided among public safety communication devices (PCSDs) that enter and leave the incident area. Access to the jurisdiction area network (JAN) must be set up and maintained, or if the fixed JAN infrastructure has been taken out, the IAN must be able to set up a connection (bridge) to another network.

While wireless local area networks (WLANs) based on the IEEE 802.11 set of standards are well known as means for providing wireless access to a fixed network through an access point (usually indoors), the huge popularity of 802.11 devices has led to higher performing and more versatile networking possibilities using 802.11 equipment, indoors and outdoors. For example, creative law enforcement people have set up access points (APs) at department gasoline stations and have used pairs of 802.11 devices to provide a relatively high-speed link between buildings. In this section, we describe the many different versions of 802.11 that are available today or are in the process of being approved.

In this section, we give an overview of the existing 802.11 family of standards that have potential application to public safety communications use, explain the basics of WLAN networking, and introduce the concepts of ad hoc networking that make a network of 802.11 devices useful for IAN applications. The concepts involved in “mesh” networking, which has attracted a lot of interest recently for providing broadband services to a public services area, are discussed in Section 4.

3.1 The IEEE 802.11 Wireless Standards

From its beginning to now, the IEEE 802.11 Working Group has sponsored many different task groups (TGs) for specific projects. From an original objective of providing wireless access to local area networks (LANs) in much the same way as wired LANs, this wireless technology has evolved to include advanced functionalities such as ad hoc networking. The IEEE 802.11 TGs can be listed as follows:

- 802.11 Original task groups developed standards for medium access and three different physical layers: infrared, 2.4 GHz frequency hopping, and 2.4 GHz spread-spectrum.
- 802.11a Developed a version of the standard to operate in the 5.8 GHz band.
- 802.11b Developed a higher-speed version of the standard for the 2.4 GHz band (known commercially as Wi-Fi), with rates of 1, 2, 5.5, and 11 Mbps.
- 802.11c Developed protocols for bridge operations with the 802.11 medium access control (MAC) procedures.
- 802.11d Developed modifications for 802.11 WLANs to operate in more countries.
- 802.11e Developed enhancements of the MAC procedures to improve quality of service and security.
- 802.11f Developed details of networking access points in a distribution system.
- 802.11g Developed higher speed extension to 802.11b, to at least 20 Mbps.
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- 802.11h Developed refinements to the MAC and to the 5 GHz physical layer (PHY) to work better in European regulatory environments.
- 802.11i Developed improvements to the MAC to enhance security.
- 802.11j Developed version of 802.11 for 4.9 GHz and 5 GHz in Japan.
- 802.11k In the process of developing radio resource measurement techniques to enable coexistence and other operations.
- 802.11m In the process of making technical and editorial corrections to the 802.11 standards.
- 802.11n In the process of defining a high throughput (greater than 100 Mbps) version of 802.11.
- 802.11p In the process of amending the 802.11 standards to make a version suitable for communication between vehicles in the 5.9 GHz band.
- 802.11r In the process of developing enhancements to 802.11 systems to reduce delays so that VoIP will work better.
- 802.11s In the process of developing protocols for an all-802.11 mesh network.
- 802.11t In the process of developing performance measuring and prediction methods for 802.11 WLANs.
- 802.11u In the process of amending 802.11 protocols to enable Interworking with other networks.
- 802.11v In the process of amending 802.11 protocols to enable distributed management of networks of APs.

3.2 Basics of WLAN Networking

The strengths and weaknesses of WLANs for various applications can be understood better in view of the basic operations of the protocols governing WLAN transmissions, according to the IEEE 802.11 standards.

3.2.1 WLAN Networking Modes

Under the IEEE 802.11 specification [25], a WLAN can operate in one of two optional modes, as illustrated in Figure 3.2.1:

- an infrastructure mode in which one or more “basic service sets” provide wireless user stations (STAs) with access to the wired network infrastructure through “access points” (APs), or
- an ad hoc mode in which terminals in an “independent basic service set” can communicate directly with each other.
In the infrastructure mode, the transmissions by the mobile stations in the service area of a particular access point can be scheduled by the access point to minimize contention in the form of “collisions” between these transmissions that would cause loss of data and/or delays due to the need for repetition. Multiple access points can be located so as to cover a larger area, just as in a cellular telephone network, with means for “roaming” and “handoff” between APs. The network and individual APs are identified by codes that have been programmed into the system.

In the ad hoc mode, each mobile station transmits when it has data to send, provided that it does not sense that another station is already transmitting (see Section 3.2.3 below for more discussion of this access mode). Operation as a WLAN therefore is possible without an access point or connection to a wired network, but the likelihood of data collisions is higher than for the infrastructure mode.

3.2.2 Data Handling for Wireless Transmission

In order to accomplish WLAN operation, it is necessary to organize the user data into frames or packets. If the user data (file, message, etc.) involves a large number of bits, the 802.11 Medium Access Control (MAC) layer will chop it into segments of the proper size for compatibility with the transmission protocols. Each original data packet, in the form of a MAC protocol data unit (MPDU) accrues additional overhead signaling bits before transmission by the unit’s radio.

- First, the MPDU is “encapsulated” by adding header and tail bits. The header contains highly compacted information on the sequencing of the data and the details of the transmission, and the tail is reserved for information related to the error-correction and encryption encoding that is necessary because of the noise present on the wireless channel and the possibility of signal fading during transmission.

- Next, more bits (training symbols) are added to the beginning of the coded data packet to facilitate acquisition at the receiver, and bits may be added to the end of the packet to make it a convenient length.
• Finally, the transmitter takes the data and prepares it for radio transmission by converting combinations of bits into a sequence of modulation symbols. The beginning of the transmission is a “preamble” that gives the receiver the opportunity to acquire (latch onto) the signal and get synchronized with its timing so that it can properly separate and process each modulation symbol that is arriving.

### 3.2.3 Channel Access Techniques

As mentioned previously, in the infrastructure mode, the AP can be set up to regulate the transmissions of STAs in order to minimize collisions. The AP maintains a schedule of alternating contention-free and contention-access periods. During contention-free periods, the AP schedules the transmissions of STAs that have indicated in a previous contention-access period that they have data to send.

In the ad hoc mode and during contention-access periods of the infrastructure mode, STAs having data to send monitor the channel for other STAs’ transmissions. As illustrated in Figure 3.2.2, after the end of one STA’s transmission as indicated by an acknowledgement message (ACK), all STAs wait for a certain interval, after which a contention time-window becomes active. During the contention window, any STA having data to send may transmit after an additional random “backoff” delay if it does not sense that another STA has started its transmission. The use of a random backoff delay reduces the possibility that two STAs will start to transmit at the same time. This form of channel access is known as CSMA (carrier sense multiple access).

Further techniques are used in 802.11 to render it a CSMA/CA (collision avoidance) system. First, information on the duration of a STA’s transmission is embedded in its packet header, so that each listening STA can set a timer to count down to the next time that channel is expected to be idle. The successful operation of this technique depends on potential transmitting STAs’ being able to “hear” the timing information and thereby to defer their own transmissions. It is possible that some STAs will not defer because they are too far away from the currently transmitting STA to sense its transmission; if they are, and if they also are in range of the STA

![Figure 3.2.2 Contention Access in IEEE 802.11](image)

11 In Figures 3.2.2 and 3.2.4, IFS = interframe space, DIFS = distributed coordination function IFS, SIFS = short IFS, RTS = request to send, and CTS = clear to send.

12 A tutorial on packet switching techniques is provided in Appendix 5.1.
that is the intended receiver of the packet, they are known as “hidden terminals.” Figure 3.2.3 illustrates the hidden terminal problem as well as the related “exposed terminal” problem, in which a STA defers its transmission unnecessarily. The 802.11 MAC protocol attempts to alleviate the hidden terminal problem by providing for optional RTS (request to send) and CTS (clear to send) messages preceding the data transmission.

Figure 3.2.4 illustrates how the RTS/CTS mechanism works. Instead of transmitting its data packet, a STA transmits a small RTS packet, which is in carrier-sensing range of all the STAs that would normally sense its data packet. The intended receiving STA answers with a small CTS message, which can be sensed by STAs that would be hidden terminals for this particular transmission. It is still possible for the RTS packet to collide with a hidden terminal’s transmission, but the effect on the WLAN’s throughput is reduced because the RTS packet is small compared to the data packet.

### 3.2.4 Bridging and Wireless Distribution System

The conventional use of an infrastructure WLAN is to provide wireless access to a wired network and the Internet; wireless terminals communicating with each other may do so through the wired “backbone” or distribution system (DS) that connects the APs. However, it is possible to form a multi-AP system that is completely wireless—does not connect with a wired network—in which wireless terminals communicate with each other via APs that are wirelessly...
connected. In effect, using this Wireless Distribution System (WDS) feature of the IEEE 802.11 standard (the 2003 edition of the 1999 standard), multihop networks and relays (wireless bridges) can be configured using 802.11b or later APs. An example is shown in Figure 3.2.5, in which an AP in one building communicates with a relay AP in another building in order to access the Internet through a third AP.

WDS applications are made possible by two provisions in the 802.11 standard: designation of packets as being both from and to the DS, and the specification of intermediate packet destination addresses [27]. The exploitation of these provisions to create bridges and other WDS applications requires proprietary processing at the upper layers of the protocol stack to develop information on the network configuration into WDS routes. The wireless traffic between the APs uses the same channel as that for communication between WLAN terminals and the APs, so that WDS decreases the fraction of network capacity available to the latter.

### 3.3 Ad Hoc Networking

A wireless ad hoc network is a collection of autonomous nodes or terminals that communicate with each other by forming a multihop radio network and maintaining connectivity in a decentralized manner. Since the nodes communicate over wireless links, they have to contend with the effects of radio communication, such as noise, fading, and interference. In addition, the links typically have less bandwidth than in a wired network [28, 29]. If packet switching is used for controlling radio transmissions, there is an additional loss of capacity (and potential delays) because of the overhead involved in this mode of operation, as discussed in the previous subsection.

In many respects, mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) are the successors to packet radio networks, with the additional requirement of high mobility and with the additional assumption of a much higher computing capability for each terminal due to advances in electronic circuitry. The open literature on MANETs typically assumes a very challenging scenario such as the one depicted in Figure 3.3.1, in which an ever-increasing demand for bandwidth is present as radio...
technology continues to progress. In addition to those suggested in Figure 3.3.1, MANETs are usually assumed to have the following operational requirements [28]:

- Since the nodes are mobile, the network topology may change rapidly and unpredictably over time. The network is decentralized, where all network activity, including discovering the topology and delivering messages, must be executed by the nodes themselves, i.e., routing functionality will be incorporated into mobile nodes.

- MANETs need efficient distributed algorithms to determine network organization, link scheduling, and routing. However, determining viable routing paths and delivering messages in a decentralized environment where network topology fluctuates is not a well-defined problem. While the shortest path (based on a given cost function) from a source to a destination in a static network is usually the optimal route, this idea is not easily extended to MANETs. Factors such as variable wireless link quality, propagation path loss, fading, multiuser interference, power expended, and topological changes, become relevant issues. The network should be able to adaptively alter the routing paths to alleviate any of these effects.

### 3.3.1 The Potential of Ad Hoc Networks

While certain types of wireless systems have enjoyed unprecedented commercial success based on consumer acceptance, which has fueled fast development of competing hardware and software (protocol) components, the development of MANETs has been relatively slow. The military (and public safety) advantages of a well functioning MANET are obvious, but a commercial “killer application” with powerful economic incentives has yet to appear for such a system with all the adaptive capabilities that are typically associated with MANETs.
The “vision” for wireless ad hoc networks is well expressed in a military context as [30]. Every node in such a network has sufficient intelligence to continuously sense and discover other nearby nodes, dynamically determine the optimal path for forwarding data packets from itself hop by hop through the network to any other node in the network, and automatically heal any ruptures in the network fabric that are caused by ongoing movement of the nodes themselves, changes in RF propagation, destruction of nodes, etc. In essence, one need merely launch such radio nodes into some space and they will not only organize themselves into a network but also adapt continuously to changes in the network’s connectivity.

The potential advantages of wireless ad hoc networks in terms of performance include the following:

- **As-needed and robust connectivity.** What if every mobile radio terminal (including cell phones) was capable of relaying transmissions? The possibilities for routing messages over multihop connections would be enormous, practically guaranteeing that some “path” from the message source to the message destination exists and is available at a given time.

- **Enhanced capacity.** For fixed networks, hierarchically organized (connection-oriented) networks are very efficient for assumed traffic conditions. However, if the network nodes are moving and/or the traffic distribution is itself rapidly varying, the optimal organization of routes among nodes cannot be fixed. As illustrated in Figure 3.3.2, wireless ad hoc networking offers enhanced network performance by permitting traffic to flow over network paths as needed, rather than through pre-configured paths that may contain bottlenecks. With this degree of “spatial re-use,” it would even be possible to split the traffic from a high-bandwidth source into several parallel streams that flow over separate paths.

### 3.3.2 MANET Routing Protocols

MANETs, as a field of study, has largely been defined by the search for efficient routing protocols that can take full advantage of the possibilities for “as needed” multihop connections between autonomous terminals in a mobile network. The challenge has been to devise efficient...
signaling techniques to accomplish the distributed routing without unduly increasing the overhead on the channel. The routing protocols developed for wireless ad hoc networks are based on the various assumptions that are made by the protocol. For example [32]:

- **State information.** How much information on the topology of the network is available at each node?
  - For link-state protocols, every node advertises its connectivity with each of its neighbor nodes and this information is propagated throughout the network so that each node can calculate end-to-end routes based on topology.
  - For destination-based protocols, nodes do not maintain information on the topology of the network as a whole. Instead, a “distance vector” table is maintained for “active routes” that indicates the hop distances to other nodes and the next node in an efficient path to each destination.

- **Scheduling.** Is route information continually maintained for each destination?
  - For proactive or table-driven protocols, nodes exchange route information periodically and/or in response to a topology change. At the expense of overhead traffic, these protocols have a route or distance vector ready to use for any destination node, as suggested in Figure 3.3.3.
  - For reactive or on-demand protocols, routes are developed only when needed by a “route discovery” process that introduces delay but minimizes overhead traffic, as illustrated in Figure 3.3.4.

Many ad hoc routing protocols have been proposed with different combinations and degrees of these characteristics. Figure 3.3.5 gives one possibly “family tree” for the protocols, identified by acronyms (see [33] for details of the protocols themselves).

Figure 3.3.3 Proactive MANET routing protocol comparisons (from [30]).
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Figure 3.3.4 On-demand MANET routing protocol properties (from [30]).

Figure 3.3.5 A possible classification of ad hoc routing protocols (from [33]).

Note that the classification in Figure 3.3.5 includes a class of MANET routing protocols that make use of geographic position information, while the majority of protocols included do not make use of such information. For mobile wireless networks, increasingly it is being understood that “cross-layer” techniques,—in which information from the physical layer (PHY), such as location and received signal power, are made available to the routing and other upper layers and quality of service and other parameters are made available to the MAC and PHY layers,—are necessary to realize the full potential of multihop communications. In other words, when designing a wireless ad hoc network, a better solution is more likely when all factors are taken into consideration at each level of network operation, as difficult as it may be to manage this rather large optimization problem and to maintain interoperability with standard networking protocols.
For example, many simulations and experimental MANETs assume or utilize a given routing protocol operating over a wireless network with the IEEE 802.11 (WLAN) MAC and PHY layers in the distributed coordination mode. Even with the collision-avoidance mechanisms of 802.11, including the exchange of RTS and CTS messages, the sensing of network topology is not sufficient to eliminate inefficiencies due to hidden and exposed terminals. Depending on the scenario and specific network topology, it has been shown [34] that the 802.11 MAC layer mechanisms are not sufficiently aware of hidden terminal problems that can occur. Also, the 802.11 MAC cannot guarantee quality of service (QoS) to any user, in terms of network delay; an advanced MAC/PHY contention access scheme based on a careful analysis of carrier-sense and collision distances in a wireless network is shown in [35] to provide such QoS guarantees.
4. Jurisdiction Area Network Technologies

As defined in the SAFECOM SoR, a Jurisdiction Area Network (JAN) is the permanent network infrastructure in a particular city or area that is dedicated to public safety communications (PSC) and is capable of connecting to larger area networks. Historically, such networks have consisted of analog voice capabilities provisioned to cover specific geographical areas using land mobile radio (LMR). The economic and engineering factors of PSC have traditionally favored centralized (broadcast) facilities with rather long-distance radio links compared to commercial cellular and telecommunication systems that use short-distance links to effect higher user capacity through spatial re-use of frequency resources. In recent years, however, PSC users, besides being more numerous, have begun to demand more than voice connectivity—they want broadband data services that cannot be supported by the traditional PSC systems.

In this section, we briefly describe the current prospects for implementing broadband PCS, then summarize the enabling technologies for broadband PSC in a JAN (WiMAX and mesh networking).

4.1 Prospects for Broadband PSC

Although there are some PSC systems experimenting with data networks in the unlicensed 2.4GHz and 5.8 GHz bands using 802.11 technology and mesh networking, the prospects for high-speed data networking for PSC are more promising in the frequency bands that have dedicated to public safety use, at 700 MHz and at 4.9 GHz, since those bands will not have to be shared with commercial and consumer systems.

4.1.1 Opportunities at 700 MHz

The FCC has allocated 24 MHz of spectrum for public safety services at 764-776 MHz and 794-806 MHz (referred to as the 700 MHz band). On August 6, 1998, the FCC adopted a First Report and Order and Third Notice of Proposed Rule Making that established a band plan and service rules for this spectrum. That plan was later modified three times with the current Fourth Memorandum Opinion and Order serving as the basis for current spectrum use and rules. Table 4.1.1 breaks out plans for how the spectrum will be allocated [36].

Interoperability standards for the public safety communications channels in the 700 MHz were recommended by the public safety National Coordination Committee (NCC) [37]. For the wideband channels required to be interoperable, the NCC recommended a system using Scalable Adaptive Modulation (SAM) [38], a form of multicarrier TDMA signaling with quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) in various combinations to achieve high data rates on the 50 kHz channels while controlling adjacent channel interference. Figure 4.1.1 illustrates the flexibility of the per-carrier modulations in SAM in carrying from 2 to 6 bits per symbol, while Table 4.1.2 shows the adaptability of SAM to different bandwidths by adding or subtracting subcarriers.

For example, the eight carriers of a 50-kHz system, each transmitting 4800 symbols per second, achieve an aggregate symbol rate of $8 \times 4800 = 38,400$ sps = 38.4 Ksps. Thus for the QPSK (2 bits/symbol) per-carrier modulation the aggregate bit rate is $2 \times 38.4 = 76.8$ Kbps, and for 16-QAM (4 bits/symbol) the aggregate bit rate is $4 \times 38.4 = 153.6$ Kbps.
Table 4.1.1  Band plan for 700 MHz public safety spectrum (from [36]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Designated Purpose</th>
<th>Amount of Spectrum</th>
<th>Narrowband (6.25 kHz)</th>
<th>Wideband (50 kHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General Use</td>
<td>12.5 MHz (52.1%)</td>
<td>7.7 MHz (1232 channels)</td>
<td>4.8 MHz (96 channels)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interoperability</td>
<td>2.6 MHz (10.8%)</td>
<td>0.8 MHz (128 channels)</td>
<td>1.8 MHz (36 channels)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary Trunking</td>
<td>0.2 MHz (0.8%)</td>
<td>0.2 MHz (32 channels)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State License</td>
<td>2.4 MHz (10.0%)</td>
<td>2.4 MHz (384 channels)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Power</td>
<td>0.3 MHz (1.3%)</td>
<td>0.3 MHz (48 channels)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserve</td>
<td>6.0 MHz (25.0%)</td>
<td>0.6 MHz (96 channels)</td>
<td>5.4 MHz (108 channels)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>24 MHz (100%)</td>
<td>12 MHz (1920 channels)</td>
<td>12 MHz (240 channels)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.1.1  Selectable per-carrier modulations in the SAM system (from [38]).

Table 4.1.2  Total data rates for SAM for different available bandwidths (based on [38]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Available bandwidth</th>
<th>50 kHz</th>
<th>100 kHz</th>
<th>150 kHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of carriers</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbol rate</td>
<td>4800 symbols/sec</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Aggregate data rates using
* QPSK (2 bits per symbol) 76.8 Kbps 153.6 Kbps 230.4 Kbps
* 16QAM (4 bits per symbol) 153.6 Kbps 307.2 Kbps 460.8 Kbps
* 64QAM (6 bits per symbol) 230.4 Kbps 460.8 Kbps 691.2 Kbps
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While the commercial communications market is advancing at a rapid pace, with the trend toward marrying 802.11 and third-generation cellular technologies, the bandwidth offered by cellular systems does not match the rates usually referred to as “wideband,” although they are significantly higher than those that have been available to PSC until recently. Instead of utilizing the combination of existing cellular infrastructure and 802.11 equipment, the public safety community may be able to construct or lease its own infrastructure, with the bandwidth needed to guarantee reliable access (connection on demand) and low latency (delay). In the following paragraphs, we summarize current wideband data networking projects that are specifically oriented to PSC.

### 4.1.1.1 The Greenhouse Project

The Greenhouse is next generation technology being incrementally developed by Motorola in a test environment hosted by Pinellas County, Florida public safety [39, 40]. The Greenhouse provides a prototype wideband system to support 460 kbps wireless voice and data communications in the 700 MHz band. The project uses a 150 kHz experimental license in the 700 MHz public safety band that was commonly used for television channels 63, 64, 68 and 69. The technology utilizes the Scalable Adaptive Modulation (SAM) air protocol (described above), which has been adopted by TIA as a wideband data standard. IP networking is used throughout, including voice over IP with full duplexing and streaming video.

The system was developed not only to test wideband communication techniques but also the potential uses of wideband data by the public safety community. Some possibilities include

- a picture or sketch of a missing child or criminal suspect
- surveillance video of robberies shortly after they occur
- building plans and hydrant locations to firefighting vehicles
- fingerprints
- live video feeds of police pursuits
- Videoconferencing between dispatchers and mobile units
- The ability to conduct remote situation analysis

Other benefits of a wideband data capability include those that extend a public safety agency’s host computer applications to the field, permitting, for example, the equivalent of police station roll-call briefings to be conducted without officers coming to the station house and allowing officers to conduct all the computer work in the field that they otherwise might have to conduct at the station. Wideband data supports email, including instant messages and attachments. It supports other networking applications such as automatic vehicle location, computer-aided dispatch, and access to national and state crime databases.

The Greenhouse system is installed in selected Pinellas County Sheriff’s Office cruisers, a county EMS ambulance, the Largo Fire Department's rescue truck, a deputy chief vehicle and a mobile unit. Users operate the system via a touch-screen, color display panel mounted in the vehicles. Each unit can communicate and share information with the other agencies. Specially equipped police and EMS dispatch positions support these units.
4.1.1.2  Progress Toward PSC in the 700 MHz Band

As discussed above, the uses of the portions of the radio spectrum in the 700 MHz band that are allocated for public safety communications (formerly assigned to UHF TV) are being coordinated by regional planning committees (RPCs) with the help of the CAPRAD database system [36]. Details of the channel plan to divide the 24 MHz of spectrum into either narrowband (6.25 kHz) and wideband (50 kHz) channels are shown in Table 4.1.1. Interoperability standards for this band feature the SAM modulation; the Pinellas County, Florida test system described in the previous section uses the developing 700 MHz standards.

A recent report by the 700 MHz Advocacy subcommittee of the NPSTC spectrum management committee [41] listed ongoing developments that include the following:

- 700 MHz TV channel clearing: public safety groups are urging early clearing of the channels so that the spectrum can be used by public safety communications as planned; the FCC may impose a deadline of January 2009 for this process, but NPSTC and others are urging a 2006 deadline for stations now in channels 60-69.

- In some localities, FCC waivers on channel spacing rules are being sought to allow operation of public safety LMR in the 700 MHz band along with local TV stations; while this is not a substitute for clearing the band, public safety groups are supporting these waivers and seeking guidelines for “short spacing” in the interim.

- Even though the TV channels are to be cleared, the FCC is still issuing licenses to public TV stations; this policy is opposed by public safety organizations because it tends to delay the channel clearing.

- The NCC-recommended standards for 50 kHz wideband digital radio (TIA 902) have yet to be approved by the FCC.

- APCO and others are asking the FCC to change its rules against making or using dual-mode 12.5 kHz/6.25 kHz digital radios after January 2007.

- Steps are being taken to make the station ID rules in the 700 MHz band conform to those for the 800 MHz band.

- NPSTC is asking the FCC to clarify whether the 800 MHz band’s rules for fixed secondary operations will apply to public safety radio in the 700 MHz band.

4.1.2  PSC Opportunities at 4.9 GHz

More and more consideration is being given to allocating frequencies above 800 MHz to public safety use, generally by deallocating them from other uses. Currently, the only example of such a deallocation is the transfer of 60 MHz in the 4.9 GHz band from Federal Government use to public safety use [42, 43], including the frequencies listed in Table 4.1.3. The intent of this transfer is to promote effective public safety communications and innovation in wireless broadband services in support of public safety. The rules for licensing the 4.9 GHz band are intended to accommodate a variety of new broadband applications such as high-speed digital technologies and wireless local area networks for incident scene management, dispatch
Table 4.1.3  State and Local Public Safety Frequency Allocations Above the 800 MHz Band.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency Band (MHz)</th>
<th>Public Safety Allocation (MHz)</th>
<th>Number of Public Safety Channels</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4940–4990 4.9GHz Band</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>TBD</td>
<td>Supports new broadband applications such as high-speed digital data and wireless local area networks for incident scene management. The spectrum also can support dispatch operations and vehicular or personal communications.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

operations and vehicular operations, as well as to foster interoperability by providing a regulatory framework in which traditional public safety entities can pursue strategic partnerships with both traditional public safety entities, such as the Federal Government, and non-traditional public safety entities, such as utilities and commercial entities. [43]

Planning for the use of the 50 MHz of spectrum in the 4.9 GHz band that was transferred from Federal Government use to public safety use is underway. Some of the issues are discussed in the following article [44]:

The public-safety community faces a dilemma: Does it make widespread Wi-Fi deployments in the unlicensed 2.4 GHz band today despite the security risks or wait for a better solution? The Federal Communications Commission has allocated a significant amount of spectrum in the 4.9 GHz band for exclusive use by the public-safety community. The vision is to deploy 802.11-compliant technology in the band so that public-safety groups can realize all the benefits of Wi-Fi without competing with other users clamoring to get on the band.

…But the road to the 4.9 GHz band contains hurdles. Public-safety organizations are working with 802.11 equipment manufacturers and standards bodies to create a tweaked 802.11 series standard in order to leverage economies of scale and Wi-Fi functionality. But the effort may be thwarted, because the FCC adopted emission mask standards that are incompatible with emission standards established by the 802.11 community. The National Public Safety Telecommunications Council (NPSTC) and various public-safety agencies are urging the FCC to adopt a scaled orthogonal frequency division multiplex-based emission mask that would ensure Cisco and other 802.11 vendors also would build to the 4.9 GHz band.

…If the FCC relaxes the emission guidelines, which it initially adopted on the recommendation of Motorola, public-safety organizations immediately could access equipment. Japan already supports Wi-Fi in the 4.9 GHz band, while chipsets are plentiful from global commercial vendors for the 802.11a standard and HiperLAN13 standard at 5 GHz, which also can be used in the 4.9 GHz band.

…Further complicating matters is the commission’s adoption of a geographic licensing scheme for the 4.9 GHz band that allows a public-safety entity to seek a non-exclusive license to operate throughout the geographical area within its political jurisdiction. That means a number of agencies must share access to a particular hot spot, which could slow deployments….

It is clear from Figure 4.1.2 that the issue of the mask is not the slight increase in effective bandwidth using the IEEE 802.11 mask; it is the use of an existing open standard that is likely to reduce the cost of equipment available to public safety users. As explained by the then NPSTC frequency planning chairman [45],

---

13 HiperLAN is a European WLAN standard.
“[Vendors…] don’t want to see nine vendors on a bid…and we don’t want to send our a request for proposal and get two bids.” The concern is that a limited number of vendors cannot possibly maintain the pace of innovation that will be realized in the market,….

4.2 Enabling Technologies for Broadband PSC JANs

Besides the improved LMR digital systems featuring scalable adaptive modulation and the appropriation of 802.11 technology from WLAN use to wider-area networking, the realization of broadband PSC for JANs is expected to gain from the deployment of IEEE 802.16 (WiMAX) technology. For both 802.11 and 802.16 networks, “mesh networking” concepts are being developed by several vendors and research institutions. In the following subsections, we summarize the characteristics of WiMAX and the concepts of mesh networking.

4.2.1 WiMAX (IEEE 802.16)

The IEEE 802.16 standard [46], trademarked by the IEEE as WirelessMAN and promoted commercially as one of two WiMAX technologies [47], was originally developed to specify the air interface, including the medium access control (MAC) and physical (PHY) layers, of fixed point-to-multipoint broadband wireless access systems providing multimedia services [48]. The system functions in many ways as a wireless version of the “last mile” of a fiber-optic cable system. Using synchronized burst transmissions, different users time share the same channel,

---

14 DSRC = Dedicated Short Range Communications, a variant of 802.11 adapted for vehicular networking at 5.9 GHz.
and the uplink and downlink can be on the same frequency as in time-division duplexing (TDD) or on different frequencies as in frequency-division duplexing (FDD). The primary frequency bands of interest for the system, which affect the design of the MAC and PHY, include

- Licensed spectrum at 10 to 66 GHz, using adaptable-rate single-carrier (SC) quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) using 2, 4, or 6 bits per symbol, respectively QPSK, QAM-16, or QAM-64, depending on the radio channel conditions, as illustrated in Figure 4.2.1. Depending on the bandwidth of the frequency channels used, this system can provide users with raw data rates up to 100 Mbits/s or slightly more, to be shared by the active users.

- Licensed or unlicensed spectrum below 11 GHz, using one of three schemes:
  - A SC modulation similar to the one used at 10 to 66 GHz, but including BPSK (1 bit per symbol) or spread BPSK (less than one bit per symbol) plus error-correction coding to accommodate possibly more severe environmental conditions of non-line-of-sight (NLOS) operations.
  - A multiple carrier modulation—orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM)—with powerful error-correction coding to combat fading and other NLOS effects. As illustrated in Figure 4.2.2, in OFDM instead of a single carrier with a relatively fast modulation rate, multiple (256) carriers are used, each with a relatively slow modulation rate that is more robust in multipath propagation situations. Also, some of the carriers can be “pilots” with no data to enable measurement of the radio channel effects. As with the SC scheme,

Figure 4.2.1 Adaptation of 802.16 data modulation to link conditions (from [48]).
different users time-share the radio channel by sending bursts of data at assigned times. This version of 802.16 can operate in an optional mesh networking mode.

- An alternative OFDM scheme (orthogonal frequency-division multiple access or OFDMA) that specifically provides for simultaneous access to the radio channel by multiple users by assigning their transmissions to different OFDM carriers for certain intervals instead of occupying the whole channel by turns.

The 802.16 standards are designed to apply to a variety of situations within the category of fixed wireless services, and the data rate that is delivered to users is dependent on the bandwidth of the frequency channels as well as propagation conditions. The below-11GHz variations all can use the following options [46]:

- Adaptive antenna system (AAS): uses more than one antenna element to improve range and system capacity by adapting the antenna pattern and concentrating the transmitter’s energy to individual subscribers.

- Automatic repeat request (ARQ): allows resending of data that was received in error.

- Space-time coding (STC): provides for repetition of data for transmission over two different antennas to achieve a diversity gain.

For PSC use, rather than fixed users it is more appropriate to anticipate mobile users. The IEEE 802.20 working group is developing a standard specifically for mobile broadband wireless access
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(MBWA) in licensed bands below 3.5 GHz. The 802.20 air interface will be optimized for the transport of Internet protocol (IP)-based services [51], unlike synchronous (streaming) P25 digital radio systems. By contrast, 802.16 wireless data systems in addition to “connectionless” IP services can support connection-based services such as ATM (asynchronous transfer mode) that are considered to be more suitable for serving both low-latency data and voice applications [52]. A task group in the 802.16 working group of the IEEE is now nearing completion of a standard to be known as 802.16e that provides “mobility enhancements” for 802.16 systems that make it a candidate for JAN applications, since it will support combined fixed and mobile operation in licensed bands. The enhancements to 802.16 that will be supported by 802.16e are said to include the following [53]:

- Addition of overhead information to facilitate mobility, handoffs, etc.; allowance for user speeds up to 150 kph (95 mph).
- A scalable version of OFDMA (SOFDA) that provides for many more than the current 256 OFDM symbol frequencies in the same bandwidth, each with slower modulation that is more robust in the mobile radio channel. The number of frequencies is variable from 128 to 2048 [54].
- Data rates up to 11 Mb/s in a 3.5 MHz channel, to be shared by the users [54].
- Addition of Advanced Encryption System (AES) functionality for better security.

4.2.2 Mesh Networking

While MANETs and packet radio systems are usually conceived as applying to very general wireless communication scenarios, recently there has been interest not so much in mobility as in optimizing the design of ad hoc wireless networks for the purpose of implementing on-demand, adaptive configuration of radio networks that must cover a certain geographical area and/or provide connectivity for a certain kind of data traffic. This interest has led to the development of “mesh” networking concepts. The term “mesh” refers to a grid pattern of connectivity, as opposed to a “star” pattern. The outstanding difference between the two kinds of networks is that the mesh offers many alternative paths between arbitrary pairs of nodes, whereas the star has much fewer paths, all of which much go through the central node. For that reason, mesh network connectivity is regarded as a means to provide reliable coverage.

Wireless mesh networks (WMNs) have been developed as an alternative technology for providing broadband Internet “last mile” access that is competitive with cable, high-speed telephony (DSL), wireless local loop, and satellite. For the network of Figure 4.2.3, the mesh is the network of users (homes) connected to the broadband system, either directly or via multiple hops. For the network illustrated in Figure 4.2.4, the mesh is the network of users as well as the Internet access points (gateway nodes). Typically, in a WMN, each node operates not only as data source/destination (host) but also as a wireless router. As in wireless ad hoc networks and MANETs, the network is capable of dynamic self-organization and reconfiguration, with the nodes in the network autonomously finding and maintaining routes among themselves. WMNs are relatively inexpensive to start up, and as more nodes are added, the reliability and network coverage increase [56].
Wireless mesh networking emulates a wired internet. For that reason, the propagation-related distance limitations that are often the worry of radio systems can actually be an advantage if used to engineer a network topology in which the degree of each node (the number of its neighbors) is low, like that of a mesh. Also, the multihop capabilities of mesh networking can simplify the deployment of the network, as suggested in Figure 4.2.5.

In addition to the broadband application, mesh networking concepts are being considered to extend WLAN coverage by enabling multihop connectivity, as illustrated in Figure 4.2.6. In fact, many of the mesh networking initiatives are based on supplementing 802.11 WLAN “hot spot” hardware with software that implements the ad hoc features of the mesh network, in effect creating an area coverage network of APs from different local area networks (BSSs). Standardization of mesh networking procedures for WLAN access points to form extended service sets is being pursued by the new IEEE 802.11s task group.
Figure 4.2.5 Mesh connectivity around obstacles to propagation (from [55]).

Figure 4.2.6 Use of mesh technology to extend the range of a WLAN (from [57]).

Mesh networking can be implemented in two basic modes: infrastructure and/or client (user) meshing; both are important and both are illustrated in Figure 4.2.7. Infrastructure meshing creates a wireless backhaul mesh network among wireless access points connected to the wired network, plus a tier of additional wireless relay (router) nodes as needed to provide connectivity. Client meshing enables formation of wireless ad hoc multihop networks of user devices, independent of any infrastructure. [58]

For large-area communication systems, even with extensive use of mesh networking it is almost inevitable that the overall network will have some hierarchical aspects, depending on the typical flows of information. For example, in the wireless broadband Internet access application the flow of data tends to be asymmetric in that most of the data is being sent from a few points (the Internet or PSTN access points) to many users. Another example is a system designed around a command and control organizational structure; in that case, the data flows are also
asymmetrical, but flowing from many points to a few collection points. In other cases, the hierarchy is a natural consequence of organizing the network coverage. For example, the U. S. Army’s Near Term Digital Radio [30, 59] uses ad hoc networking techniques for both local “clusters” of mobile users and, on a different RF channel, a backbone network of tactical operations centers.

The bulk of communications within the network is performed at very low power, i.e., from one cluster member directly to another or to a cluster head. This low power allows a great deal of spatial reuse, and thus boosts the overall network capacity. A smaller fraction of the traffic must traverse a “long haul” route from a cluster member to its cluster head, then across the backbone by a series of hops between cluster heads, and finally the ultimate delivery to its destination member. In this case, the first and last hops are performed on the local channel, and the backbone hops on the other channel. The backbone links are formed at relatively high power in order to form “giant steps” across the network. This arrangement of local transmissions at low power combined with long-haul transmissions at high power gives the balance between overall capacity and delay. [30]

As it is for packet radio, the use of multiple channels and/or radios in each terminal greatly enhances the flexibility and capacity of mesh networks, especially when a degree of hierarchy is involved in the application scenario. Using a single radio limits the capacity because the bandwidth of the radio channel has to be divided between communications at one network level or tier and another.
5. Appendix: Tutorials on Wireless Technology

In this appendix to the report, we supplement the description of wireless technologies that are candidates for implementing the SAFECOM SoR’s vision of increased functionality and performance for public safety communication (PSC) systems by including selected background tutorial materials that relate to the theory and operation of the candidate technologies. A good understanding of the theory and operation of such systems is not absolutely necessary for PSC users and decision-makers to buy and use the technologies, but it is definitely key to forming a reasonable expectation of what is to be gained from using the technologies.

The selected background materials in this appendix include a brief description of the operation and performance of packet radio, a review of the technology supporting digital radio voice transmissions, and a summary of voice-over-Internet-Protocol (VoIP) technology.

5.1 Tutorial on Packet Radio

The purpose of this tutorial on packet radio is to enable the reader to appreciate the difference between real-time, continuous transmission of voice or other traffic over multiple dedicated radio channels—whether digital or analog—and “contention” among multiple users for access to a common channel using the principles of packet switching, such as used in computer networking, the Internet, and modern high-speed data networks.

Before “ad hoc networking,” there was “packet radio.” Many of the basic protocols used in current wireless systems were designed to make networks of wireless transceivers (nodes) operate together efficiently as a packet radio system. The problem to be solved by the protocols can be stated as follows [60]:

A packet radio network consists of many packet radio units sharing a common radio channel such that when one unit transmits, many other units will hear the packet, even though it is addressed to only one of them. This feature, inherent in broadcast systems, in conjunction with the fact that we have no control over access to the channel, results in destructive interference when several packets are received [from different transmitters] simultaneously.

5.1.1 Channel Access Protocols

In the early 1970s, unsatisfied with the high error rates for remote computer access on the local telephone lines, researchers at the University of Hawaii developed a radio access system using burst UHF transmissions to transmit packets of data between the terminals and the university’s computer. The system, illustrated in Figure 5.1.1, became known as the ALOHA system. Communications from the uncoordinated remote terminals to the university computer took place on a single channel using a contention access scheme. Under this scheme, each terminal transmitted whenever it had a packet to send, such as when the user entered a keystroke on the keyboard of the remote terminal. If there was no collision with another user’s transmission (or some other impairment), the university’s terminal sent an acknowledgement over a separate radio channel. If no acknowledgement was issued, the sending terminal waited for a random amount of time and re-transmitted the packet.
Figure 5.1.1  ALOHA packet radio network (based on [61]).

Suppose that the capacity of the radio link for the ALOHA contention access channel is $C$ packets/sec, which would be achieved for a constant stream of back-to-back, non-colliding packets. Relative to $C$, the maximum throughput of the system is 1.0. Since the ALOHA terminals are not coordinated, there is a certain probability of collision that increases with the number of terminals having data to send, so it is to be expected that the practical limit on throughput is less than 1.0. A theoretical analysis of the system [62, 63] revealed that the highest relative throughput for ALOHA is only about 0.18, occurring when the rate of packets is half the packet capacity. To improve on this poor efficiency it was suggested [64] that, instead of allowing terminals to transmit at any arbitrary time, terminals should be restricted to transmitting at regular times or “slots.” In this way, the type of collision would be eliminated in which the end of one packet interferes with another. As shown in Figure 5.1.2, theoretically this modification to ALOHA, called Slotted ALOHA, doubles the maximum throughput of the system; moreover, the peak occurs at a higher value of relative demand for the channel.

Since the ALOHA system, many protocols for contention access in wired and wireless networks have been developed. An important difference for wireless networks is that channel impairments such as noise and fading can cause packets to be lost, in addition to collisions. Some of the “classic” channel access (sometime called medium access control—MAC) protocols are the following:

- **Carrier-sense multiple access (CSMA),** in which a terminal “listens” to the channel before transmitting in order to defer or “back off” for a random interval if another terminal is already using the channel. This technique is designed to prevent packet collisions.

- **CSMA with $p$-persistence** [65], in which a terminal initially sensing that the channel is idle transmits with a certain probability $p$, or waits one slot with probability $1 - p$; if after waiting the terminal finds that the channel is busy, it backs off according to some random backoff distribution. If the terminal initially senses that the channel is busy, it waits until
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Figure 5.1.2 Theoretical performance of ALOHA and Slotted ALOHA.

the channel is idle and restarts the process of deciding whether to transmit. This protocol is designed to enhance CSMA by reducing the percentage of time that channel is idle between transmissions and therefore unproductive.

- CSMA with various mechanisms for collision detection (CD) and/or collision avoidance (CA). The IEEE 802.11 WLAN MAC protocol uses CSMA/CA.

- CSMA with various mechanisms to deal with hidden terminals, such as adding a signaling channel in which any terminal transmits a “busy tone” [66] if it senses that the message channel is busy; in this manner, terminals that cannot hear the channel activity of a distant terminal very likely will hear the busy tone and back off.

- Various backoff schemes designed to improve network efficiency.

- Various modulation techniques selected to make possible the “capture” of a packet by the intended receiver, with increased robustness to interference, thereby enabling correct detection of a packet in some cases even if a collision occurs.

The design of channel access schemes continues to be a subject of current research.

Figure 5.1.3 compares CSMA and 1-persistent CSMA under the ideal condition of zero propagation delay, implying that carrier-sensing is perfect except for hidden nodes; the non-unity relative throughput is due to wasted idle times when terminals are backing off. The Figure indicates that the persistent scheme does improve efficiency for reasonable amounts of demand by reducing such waste.
5.1.2 Multihop Packet Routing Protocols

For various reasons, it may not be desirable for all the terminals in a packet radio network to be able to hear one another. The physical extent of the network may simply be too large for the desired transmitter power levels and/or battery-life requirements. Or, the design goal may be to implement a kind of spatial re-use of the radio channel [67], similar to that on which cellular telephone systems are based. In any event, in addition to the RF propagation and interference environment, the underlying topology of a packet radio network is a function of the radios’ transmitter powers and receiver sensitivities—inexpensive radios tend to require more power at the receiver for successful communication.

Figure 5.1.4 shows a 100-node (terminal) network of identical terminals for which the transmitter power has been increased until it is just enough to make every terminal able to communicate with every other terminal, assuming that direct communication can take place between any two terminals that are no farther apart than a certain distance and that each terminal is able to relay packets between terminals that are far apart, as illustrated in Figure 5.1.5. The figure is an example of a network “graph” that is “connected;” for this example, the average number of “neighbors” for a node (other nodes with which it can communicate) is 3.3 and the average number of “hops” to connect any two nodes is 8.4.

As the study of packet radio networks progressed, researchers discovered approximate relations for network parameters that are necessary to support “multihop” (multiple hop) communications in which each node is capable of relaying a message intended for another node. For example, the “magic number” is the average number of neighbors to maintain connectivity for the whole network and to optimize throughput, and varies between six and eight, depending on several assumptions, including the rate at which signal power attenuates with distance. The
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Figure 5.1.4 100-node mobile network topology having full connectivity (from [68]).

Figure 5.1.5 Multihop communication

average number of neighbors is, in turn, a function of transmitter power; as depicted in Figure 5.1.6, network throughput and delay are thus related to power. The analyses supporting these studies was based on one or more assumed methods for implementing multihop routing.

In addition to methods for assigning network addresses to terminals and for managing network flow, the task of devising a routing scheme to enable multihop communication in a packet radio network involves the following objectives [69]:

- Reliability: to assure, with a high probability, that a message launched into the network will arrive at its destination
- Low latency: to assure that messages will be delivered with a relatively small time delay
Low overhead: to assure that control traffic does not consume large amounts of channel capacity.

An obvious but significant constraint on routing schemes is the fact that, usually, a single radio channel is utilized and therefore the packet radio terminals cannot transmit and receive at the same time. Thus, for example, a terminal acting as a relay must wait until the entire reception of a packet to be forwarded is complete before retransmitting it. Some of the routing approaches considered in the early days for packet radio are the following [69]:

- **Broadcast routing:** the packet is “flooded” through the network as each node forwards it (only the first time it hears it) up to a certain number of hops. This scheme is very reliable, but involves a large number of unnecessary transmissions. Various techniques have been proposed to limit the unnecessary transmissions, mainly by increasing the capability of the nodes to learn and store information about the topology of the network and the relative locations of particular nodes.

- **Hierarchical routing:** the network is organized as a “tree” and labels (addresses) are given to each node in such a way as to embed the route from any particular node to the “root,” as illustrated in Figure 5.1.7.

- **Directed broadcast routing:** Each node is assumed to know its distance from every other node, in hops. A node’s broadcast of a message for a particular destination node is forwarded only by other nodes that are closer to the destination.

- **Stationless routing:** No central controlling node (station) is present, so each node must develop and retain its own information on the topology of the network and the routes to

---

15 Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs), as the current successors to packet radio networks, are now being designed with more sophisticated capabilities.
other nodes. For example, a source node can flood a “route-finding packet” in the network, intended for a particular destination node, which returns a “route setup packet” that contains the addresses of the nodes that connect the source and destination.

- Multiple-station routing: An early version of cluster/zone-based routing.

### 5.2 Tutorial on Digital Voice

The purpose of this tutorial on digital voice technology is to introduce readers to the underlying engineering concepts so that they can appreciate the difference between conventional digital voice implementations and voice-over-IP implementations.

In 1996, the Technology Subcommittee of the PSWAC reported regarding public safety voice communications that [70]

Most public safety communications systems use analog FM technology operating in 25 or 30 kHz channels to carry their voice signals. Public safety communications systems normally operate using a variant of one of two basic methods: repeater and trunked. While digital voice is a technological possibility, it is little used today in public safety communications. It is expected that digital voice systems will be offered by several manufacturers in the public safety market in the next few years.

It is well known that digital encoding of audio signals (including speech) can enhance the fidelity of the sound reproduction because it is less immune to certain types of noise and channel impairments. Since there is considerable redundancy in speech, theoretically it is possible to compress
the speech data in order to reduce the data rate required for real time transmission, and various compression (voice coding) modems have been developed with this objective. The quality of different techniques for digitally reproduced speech is somewhat subjective and is measured in terms of “mean opinion scores” by listeners in tests. As indicated in Figure 5.2.1, the state of the art in voice coding for a long time was such that near-toll-quality digital voice (quantified by the measure described in Table 5.2.1) is achieved for a base data rate of about 8 kilobits/sec (kbps), using “hybrid coding” that features compression (vocoding) of certain parts of the voice signal and non-compression (waveform coding) of other parts of the signal. [71]

In the last ten years many advances have been made in the design and implementation of low-rate vocoders, enabled in part by the increased power of computer chips. Using sophisticated signal processing algorithms, it is now possible to achieve acceptable speech quality for mobile applications using vocoder processing techniques to produce compressed speech at bit rates from 2 to 4 kbps. For Project 25, the TIA compared several low-rate vocoders, and selected an algorithm called Improved Multiband Excitation (IMBE), a proprietary digital signal processing approach from Digital Voice Systems, Inc. As illustrated in Figure 5.2.2 for different bit error rate and fading channel characteristics, this algorithm provided consistently better voice quality for the mobile channel than the other techniques evaluated.

Increasing demand for mobile radio channels has required the adoption of various techniques to improve spectrum efficiency, short of using digital voice modems, largely because the mobile radio market supported only existing, low-cost technology. When cellular radio developed “second generation” (2G) digital voice systems and reduced their cost by selling millions of cell phones, digital voice modems started appearing also in LMR products.

Figure 5.2.1 Quality of digital speech in terms of MOS (“mean opinion score”) vs. bit rate for different types of voice coding (from [71]).

Table 5.2.1 MOS ranking and quality scale (from [72]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality Scale</th>
<th>Excellent</th>
<th>Good</th>
<th>Fair</th>
<th>Poor</th>
<th>Bad</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Score</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In addition to voice coding to digitize speech, it is necessary to use forward error correction coding (FEC) techniques to combat impairments that are common on the mobile radio channel, such as multipath-induced fading and shadowing. All such coding introduces “overhead” because FEC is accomplished using redundancy. Typically, given a frame interval of speech data with a certain number of bits, as many as twice as many bits exit a FEC coder for that frame. Thus, while the voice source coding reduces the bit rate needed to carry high fidelity speech, the mobile channel error-correction coding increases the rate. In order to maintain a fixed signaling rate at the transmitter while introducing error-correction coding, the radio can use a digital modulation waveform that can carry multiple bits per pulse.

5.3 Tutorial on VoIP

The purpose of this tutorial is to provide the reader with background on the development of VoIP that will promote a good understanding of the issues involved with this technology.

In the circuit-switched PSTN, each call requires a dedicated 64-kbps connection between the two telephones for the duration of the call, regardless of voice activity from either telephone. The telephone company cannot use this bandwidth for any other purpose during the call and must bill the parties for consuming its resources. Data networking, on the other hand, has the capability to use bandwidth only when it is required. This difference, although seemingly small, is a major benefit of packet-based voice networking. [74] However, Internet protocol (IP) networks guarantee neither sufficient bandwidth for the voice traffic nor constant, acceptable delay; dropped packets and varying delays introduce distortions not found in traditional telephony [75]. Reconciling the potential and the reality of VoIP has led to standards for VoIP over wired networks—in this domain, developments have recently been accelerated by the adoption of the power over Ethernet (PoE) standard that enables telephones that plug only into an ordinary (wired) LAN connection [76]. VOIP development also has been taking place for wireless Ethernets (WLANs), with the additional challenges of connecting over wireless links.
5.3.1 VoIP Basics

For transmission of voice over a digital data network, a packet infrastructure, usually IP, replaces the telephone system’s circuit-switching infrastructure. IP is attractive as the packet infrastructure because of its ubiquitous nature and the fact that it is the de facto application interface. Software applications running over IP do not have to be known; IP simply transports the data end to end, with no cognizance of the payload. On a congested IP network, the packets are subject to variable delays\textsuperscript{16}, which distort the received voice data, so to carry voice and other real-time applications, the IP network must have some knowledge of the applications in order to give them priority to compensate for delay and delay variation (jitter). [74]

Packets may travel by multiple paths in a wired network, and can even arrive out of order. To enable reconstruction of the correct sequence of packets and to assist in removing jitter, Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) is utilized in addition to the usual User Datagram Protocol (UDP)/IP header to provide time stamping. [74]

In IP networks, packet losses occur as the network becomes congested. The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) measures packet loss and controls the flow of packets from the source to relieve congestion in real time. In TCP/IP, if a packet is lost, it is retransmitted; however, in most real-time applications, retransmission of a packet is worse than not receiving a packet, due to the time-sensitive nature of the information—if the receiving station must request that a packet be re-transmitted, the delay will be too large, and large gaps and breaks in the conversation will occur. [74]

The main VoIP call-control protocols include the following [74, 77, 78]:

- H.323 is part of a broad family of standards developed by ITU. It describes how audio, video, and data communications take place among terminals, network equipment, and services on IP networks. Because it was originally developed for multimedia applications, H.323 does burden VoIP systems with unnecessary overhead, but its wide use makes it a common choice for interoperability among VoIP equipment. The standard describes four major functions of networked communications:
  - LAN client terminals that enable two-way communication.
  - Gateways designed for real-time, two-way communication between H.323 terminals on a network and other ITU terminals residing on a switched-based network or on another H.323 gateway.
  - Gatekeepers—Within a given zone, gatekeepers are the nexus for calls, providing services to endpoints.
  - Multipoint control units (MCUs) functioning as endpoints for three or more terminals and gateways, enabling multipoint conference communication.

- Simple Gateway Control Protocol (SGCP) was developed starting in 1998 to reduce the cost of endpoints (gateways) by having the intelligent call-control data processing procedures occur in a centralized platform (or gateway controller).

- Internet Protocol Device Control (IPDC) is similar to SGCP but has many other mechanisms for operations, administration, management, and provisioning (OAM&P).

---

\textsuperscript{16} The ITU-T recommends a one-way delay of no more than 150 ms.
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- Media Gateway Control Protocol (MGCP) is basically SGCP with a few additions for OAM&P. Created by the IETF, MGCP is a proposed standard to convert audio signals on the PSTN to data packets that traverse the Internet. The protocol is based on an architecture to move call-control intelligence away from the gateway for processing by external call-control or call agents. MGCP allows media gateways to communicate.

- Megaco/H.248 is a new protocol born of a joint effort between the ITU and the IETF. Functionally, the proposed standard enables a control of media gateways. Megaco/H.248 is designed to succeed MGCP, adding peer-to-peer interoperability and ensuring a way to control IP telephone devices operating in a master/slave manner. The standard breaks the H.323 gateway function into separate subcomponents. It also determines the protocols employed by each communication component.

- Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) is a media-based protocol that enables end devices (endpoints or gateways) to be more intelligent, to accommodate enhanced services at the call-control layer. This IETF standard addresses the call setup and teardown, error handling, and interprocess signaling that are functions of every point-to-point connection. It also changes and terminates multimedia sessions, including conferences, Internet telephony, distance learning, and other applications. SIP enables VoIP gateways, client endpoints, PBXs, and other systems to communicate over packet networks from an equipment perspective. Compared with H.323, SIP is a simpler protocol with less overhead.

The voice coding techniques used to generate VoIP packets have been standardized by the ITU Telecommunications Standardization Sector (ITU-T) in its G-series recommendations. Example coder/decoder (codec) standards include [79]

- G.711: 64 Kbps PCM voice coding compatible with conventional PBX or PSTN voice transmissions.
- G.729: 8 Kbps compressed digital voice using code-excited linear prediction (CELP).

The quality of digital voice using G.729 codecs diminishes with repeated coding and decoding.

5.3.2 Wired and Wireless IP-PBX

While VoIP can be used by “Internet phones” connected directly to the Internet, the most common application is in the implementation of “local premises” or “private branch exchange” (PBX) telephone services for large and small businesses. The traditional (wired) office telephone system architecture features telephone handsets connected by twisted wire pairs to a central PBX box containing [80]

- line cards which convert traffic from the handsets into the internal format needed for switching;
- trunk cards which interface to the public switched telephone network (PSTN) via analog or digital trunk lines;
- a switching fabric for making connections between line cards for premises calls, or between line and trunk cards for off-premises calls; and
• a computer control system that manages call setup and provides advanced features.

Note how much of this system involves proprietary (vendor-specific) specifications and hardware. In an IP-PBX system, proprietary equipment is or can be replaced by standard office LAN networking plus a network management application to exercise call control and a gateway device to interface with the PSTN.

Prior to the current trend toward VoIP, wireless PBXs (not to be confused with wireless local loops) have been implemented as versions of conventional PBX architectures, but with proprietary cordless phones. The mobility provided by the wireless implementation has been a very useful and popular feature, and the concept of the same cordless phone being capable of being used in different physical locations is one of the features of the personal communication services (PCS) concept. This technology initiative has merged with advanced cellular communications efforts such as 3G. A wireless version of the IP-PBX architecture takes a different direction by requiring phones that are wireless terminals in a LAN.

### 5.3.3 Voice Over WLAN

Voice over WLAN (VoWLAN) is a natural extension of VoIP. Yet VoWLAN presents its own unique QoS (quality of service) challenges relating to fluctuating wireless throughput and phone users roaming among APs (access points). For that reason, most of the current local wireless voice system solutions offered by vendors tend to have some propriety features in hardware and in software. [81]

VoWLAN systems can be configured to work in one of two basic ways [81]. One approach is to utilize the WLAN infrastructure as simply the means to access the wired LAN on the business premises. Calls then are placed on the PSTN through a conventional VoIP gateway—one that may already be in use to deliver VoIP over the wired network. This approach facilitates a mix of wired and wireless IP phones in the organization and allows all regular PBX functions that are available on workers’ wired desk phones to be available on the VoWLAN phones.

The second basic approach to configuring a VoWLAN system is to route calls outside the premises over the Internet instead of the PSTN, although a PSTN gateway will still be needed to place calls to other organizations. Traveling members of the company could use their wireless IP phone, or Internet phone software on their PDAs or laptops, to place “free” calls from any WLAN hotspot, routing the call entirely over the Internet. However, the control over call quality that is ensured using the PSTN is not available using this approach. [81]

At the heart of a typical WLAN IP phone unit is the digital signal processor (DSP), which is responsible for the VoIP processing functions. It is used for low-bit-rate codecs, such as G.729 and G.723, as well as for echo cancellation and tone generation. In the future DSP processing power also will support wide-band codecs, such as WB-AMR, which promise users better voice quality. A CPU is used for control and signaling, as well as services such as call-hold, mute, call-transfer and conferencing. A wireless LAN module offers support for the various versions of 802.11, including a, b and g, and quality of service via wireless multimedia extensions and 802.11e. [82]

The next logical step in WLAN IP phones is a dual-mode wireless LAN/cellular phone offering both mobile and VoIP technology on 802.11 networks. Dual-mode phones allow users
the flexibility of accessing the company network while in the office and using the cellular network outside, all with a single number. Consumer use of WLAN IP phones is expected to rise when broadband is available to the wireless home. Prototypes of such phones are being tested in connection with trials of mesh networks for public safety and government systems.
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